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Charlotte Whiteing is a children’s illustrator based in West 
Yorkshire. She has always been encouraged to be creative and 
draw and subsequently loves to express herself through art. She 
loves to work with a wide range of materials but mostly used 
digital and watercolours. The style of her work is cute and 
colourful to aim at her target audience of children. Charlotte likes 
to believe she creates her work to be cute, fun and a little bit 
childish because she never truly grew up and her childlike side is 
still a bit part of her. Children's books are a passion of hers with 
her love of reading them and finding new amazing books to love 
and recommend. She is massively inspired by the children’s books 
she loved as a child, especially the Charlie and Lola series by 
Lauren Child, the Angelina Ballerina series illustrated by Helen 
Craig and Mrs Pig’s bulk buy by Mary Rayner. Being inspired by 
nature, animals and the outsides are common themes as well as 
anthropomorphic animals. Her work tends to include puns, koalas 
and a good yorkshire brew.



fmp

Mr. badger's endangered expedition is a 
children's lift the flap book about a badger 
showing different habitat environments in 
the Uk and the animals that inhabit them 
that are threatened with extinction. 
The book is all illustrated digitally.



Countryside Companions is a children book 
about a girl who lives on a farm and goes on a 
little adventure making lots of animal friends. 
The book was written and illustrated by 
Charlotte and was illustrated using 
watercolours and pencils.



a selection of digital character drawings.

Little red riding hood 
running for the big bad 
wolf in the woods

Young ballerina dressed in 
fairy wings and a princess 
hat with a wand in her 
ballet class

Young boy playing 
football

A toddler plating with a 
dog



A love of puns is a big part of Charlotte's creative process with creating 
lots of puns for greetings cards in both watercolours and digital.



Kerry the koala swinging 
though the jungle with 
an orangutan and a 
lemur.

Fanart based on the film 
angus, thongs and perfect 
snogging.

Miniseries called the 
queens of cards of 
portraits of the queen of 
each playing card suit

One of christmad card 
designs made for 
chrisrmas 2019



Contact details

Email- charlottegwhiteing@gmail.com

Instagram- @charlotsart
https://www.instagram.com/charlotsart/

Facebook- Charlotte Whiteing illustrates
https://www.facebook.com/Charlotsart1/

Twitter- @Charlotsart
https://twitter.com/Charlotsart
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